“How to Access E-Books” on Pearson Platform

Step 1
Log onto the Library webpage - http://library.jgu.edu.in/

Step 2
Check on to Course Material (Fall 2020) under WHAT’S NEW on the left panel.

Screen 1

Step 3
This link will redirect you to the Screen 2 as shown below. Click on School wise Course Material to know all about your Textbook referred by your Instructor. Details of the publishers can be checked through the Publisher wise list.
Screen 2

This link will land on to the JGU Institutional Archive as shown on Screen 3

Screen 3

Step 4

Click on the School wise Course Material where a list of JGU school will appear on the screen.
Step 5

Select on the School you belong to and check your Course material. One example from JGBS list is shown from Pearson Platform for easy navigation.

Step 6

Check the **In Campus** or **Remote Access** option. This will help you to navigate to the desired “Pearson Platform” which will be prompted with the followed Screen 7.
Step 8

You have to register yourself using JGU details and create your own password to login as shown on Screen 8
Step 9

As prompted on Screen 9 the **ACCESS CODE WILL BE SHARED BY YOUR INSTRUCTOR** or else you can write back to libraryacquisitions@jgu.edu.in.
Once your registration is complete, you will be prompted to login with the username. Check on ‘Remember me’ for saving your password in the same browser as shown on Screen 10.

Access code will be shared by your instructor or else you can also write back to libraryacquisitions@jgu.edu.in
Step 10

Referring to Screens 11-17 you can explore the e-books on by clicking on the Institute Library Tab. On clicking on the PLUS SIGN you can add book to MY BOOKSELF which is a personalize feature to help the reader to bookmark or highlight the content as per the choice and requirement for future reference.
Table of Content: - This helps you to navigate through the chapter and to jump to another chapter of content inside the book.

To highlight a text, select the text and choose a color to highlight as per your colour preferences. Further, you can adjust the display to single page or double page, change the size of the text by zoom out & zoom in or directly jump to the desired page. Using Custom Pen Tool, you can annotate while reading.
Screen 16

- Adjusts the display options
- Takes you back to the Bookshelf
- Custom Pen Tool annotate while reading

Screen 17

- Saved Bookmarks & notes
- Jump to the desired page
- Zoom in & Zoom out